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Abstract—With the development of distributed energy, many 
novel electricity market mechanisms are emerging. The 
consumer-centric electricity market, which includes the peer-
to-peer (P2P) model and the community-based market, arouses 
more attention in academia and industry area. This paper 
applies the Deep Q-Learning (DQN) for autonomous agents in 
the consumer-centric electricity market. Both the local energy 
priority transactions and public shared energy facilities are 
taking into consideration. We generated a test dataset and 
compared results in 5 different scenarios. This study verifies 
that the applied data-driven methods can handle the peer-to-
peer (P2P) decision-making problem as well as promote the 
profitability of the whole community in the electricity market. 
Furthermore, multi-agent cooperation with public resources is 
more appropriate than other situations.  

Keywords—peer-to-peer energy trading, big data, artificial 
intelligence, smart grid 

I. INTRODUCTION  

With the increase of sustainable economy and the 
promoted by environmental policy, nowadays, the electric 
power system is undergoing changes from traditional fossil-
fuel and centralized control system to a decentralized system 
with more distributed renewable energy. In this process, a 
large number of distributed solar photovoltaics appear in the 
end-user side of the electricity system. These changes have 
become prevalent in many areas, which lead a role 
transformation for the end-users from passive consumers to 
prosumers who are actively participating in the energy 
production, transaction, and demand response [1]. 

In the electricity market, the choices of energy supply 
sources for the end-users are limited, especially for 
prosumers who cannot but sell their surplus power to the 
utility companies. However, the local electricity market 
ecosystem is gradually diversifying and deregulating with 
some new market mechanisms [2]. The peer-to-peer (P2P) 
trading in the local electricity market has significantly 
aroused attention recently [3]. The P2P model facilitates the 

prosumers to share their electrical power locally, which can 
bring an E-commerce-like business model to activate the 
‘desire’ of the sharing energy [4] shown in fig.1. Meanwhile, 
the prosumers tend to form an alliance or a collaboration in 
terms of their common interests in the electricity market, 
leading another intensively novel pursued business model 
named as community-based market [5-6], which are shown 
in fig.2. Both the P2P model and the community-based 
market keep a similar consumer-centric viewpoint. What 
distinguishes these new alternative markets are the degree of 
decentralization and the organizational structures [7]. 

Traditional
market

 
Figure 1. P2P market design 

With the increasing trend of decentralized management 
and cooperative economic principles, the consumer-centric 
electricity markets, which uphold bottom-up perspective 
instead of the top-down approach of conventional power 
system, would empower the sharing and cooperation of 
consumers, promote the consumption of local renewable 
energy and reduce financial burden on government and 
public utilities to invest in distributed clean energy [8-10]. 
[11] incentivizes the coordination between vast numbers of 
distributed energy resources, which combine the virtual 
power plants and peer-to-peer energy trading, leading a 
potential structure for future prosumer electricity markets. 

The key to success in consumer-centric electricity 
markets is the end user's acceptance of market mechanisms. 
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There are dynamic changes between supply and demand 
sides and fluctuating prices affected by various factors, 
causing a decision-making burden for the end-users in 
electricity markets. In this context, the autonomous agent is 
one of the approaches to addressing the challenges, which 
play an intermediate role in balancing the supply and 
demand between the consumers and producers [12]. On the 
one hand, it can endow the consumer the opportunity to 
purchase renewable energy from local prosumers 
preferentially. On the other hand, the common interests of 
the community group would be strengthened and 
consolidated in consumer-centric electricity markets. 

Traditional
market

 
Figure 2. community-based market design 

Strategies are the cores of agents in the consumer-centric 
electricity markets, which are responsible for automatically 
making the prices publishing about buying and selling 
electricity, automatically implementing the transaction from 
producers to consumers in the market. The Power TAC is an 
open-source platform to simulate the electricity market 
environment, which has been widely adopted to develop 
strategies of agents [13]. However, it mainly focuses on the 
traditional wholesale market, in which the agent 
automatically purchases electricity from remote fossil fuel 
power plants [14-15]. In the local retail market, the 
strategies have been an active research area, and numerous 
machine learning technologies have been proposed. 
Supervised learning and unsupervised learning are suitable 
methods and have been widely applied in terms of new 
market mechanisms [16-17]. Some scholars designed a tariff 
market for consumers and used the Markov Decision 
Processes (MDPs) and reinforcement learning (RL) for 
learning the strategy of broker agents [18]. The RL 
techniques have also been applied to learn the strategies in 
the electricity market in [19-20]. [21] adopts a similar Tariff 
Market environment proposed in [18] and develops a new 
strategy based on deep reinforcement learning and multi-
agent. [22] applies a SARSA algorithm, another RL 
technology, to the retail broker strategies. 

Three main characteristics are observed when designing 
the strategy of an autonomous agent in consumer-centric 
electricity markets: 

1. The conventional method relies on the abstract model, 
in which the accuracy in reflecting the reality cannot 
be guaranteed. Meanwhile, these conventional ways 

are based on fixed rules and past information. They 
lack the adaptability resiliency and flexibility to the 
non-stationary system. 

2. The consumption patterns and geographic location of 
consumers are diversified and differentiated. The 
consumer-centric electricity markets should 
maximize the interests of the community group, 
which need to take into account the diverse 
characteristics of consumers and develop distinct 
pricing strategies. However, the personalization of 
consumers is not adequately considered in related 
research work. 

3. Some community public resources represented by 
energy storage are overlooked in some researches. In 
fact, they can be used as practical tools in the 
consumer-centric electricity markets to expand 
overall revenue shared by the members of the 
community. 

In this paper, we prototype a future scenario, which can 
facilitate both localized energy trading and maximizing the 
profit of community group. We develop an autonomous 
agent via deep reinforcement learning play an assistant role 
in the consumer-centric electricity market serving for the 
consumers and prosumers.  

 Our contribution is to: 
1. We applied a data-driven method instead of the 

model-based method, which is suitable for the non-
stationary system. 

2. A multiagent model system is applied in our work. 
According to the consumption patterns, we generate 
the residential household data into four groups, 
which are separately led by four independent agents. 
We applied deep reinforcement learning as the 
strategies. Meanwhile, a cooperative mechanism is 
applied to coordinate the agents. 

3. We apply a sharing economy model to make full use 
of community public resources and analyze the 
overall profitability of the community group.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
The overview of the background is explained in Section II.  

In the Section III, the research problem is described in 
mathematical formulas. The applied cooperative mechanism 
is explained at last in this Section. Results and discussions 
are shown in the Section IV. The conclusion and future 
work are presented In the Section V. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. DL, RL and DRL 
Many algorithms of new generation AI technologies are 

emerging and in the process of development. DL, RL and 
their combination DRL are representative methods [23]. 
Deep Learning is a branch of machine learning, which 
originally resulted from multi-layer artificial neural 
networks. This algorithm can automatically extract the 
appropriate features through their multi-level 
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representations and outputs. The ‘Deep’ here typically refers 
to the number of layers. There are many different structures 
of DL. Among them, CNN and RNN are the most popular 
structure [23]. Reinforcement Learning is also one of the 
machine learning techniques. Different from supervised 
learning algorithms which are based on prior knowledge of 
external, the RL algorithms help the agent become ‘smarter’ 
through the interaction with the environment in response to 
dynamics and uncertainties. There are four basic parts in RL: 
agent, environment, reward and action. The agent takes 
some actions to interact with the environment to get some 
rewards, and the rewards lead the agent to become ‘smarter’ 
via a process that expectation goal of obtaining more 
rewards is gradually achieved. The Fig.3 shows the basic 
structure of RL.  

DRL introduces neural networks to directly express and 
optimize the value functions, the strategies or the 
environmental models in an end-to-end manner. DRL can 
make full use of high-dimensional original data to extract a 
pattern and build a model, which can also be used as a basis 
for policy control [24]. 

 
Figure 3.  Agent and Environment in RL 

The Q-value in the Q-learning, whereby the value of an 
action taken in a given state, is stored in the Q-table and 
updated in a similar gradient down manner: 

 t t t t t 1 t 1 t t(s ,a ) (s ,a ) (R max (s ,a) (s ,a ))
a

Q Q Q Q� �� �� � � �  ��	


In (1), � is the step-size control, where 

t 1 t 1R max (S ,a)
a

Q�� �� is the expected rewards that can be 

obtained by performing action ta  in state t .s The Q-

Learning becomes unrealistic when the state and action 
space are in high-dimension, because it is too slow to learn 
the value of the given state individually.   

In order to overcome this problem, estimating a value 
function with approximation is proposed [23]. By adjusting 
the parameter ,� the function conforms to the value function 
based on a certain strategy shown in (2).  

 Q(s,a, ) (s,a)Q��   

��	


The task is transformed into solving the parameter �  in 
the objective function in the formula (3): 

 � 	 � 	� 	2

1 1( ) E max , ; , ;t t ta
L R Q s a Q s a� � � �� ��

� �� �� � �� �� �
 



��	


The gradient descent method is adopted to gradually 
approximate the parameters that can make the objective 
function converge to a minimum value. 

B. Consumer-centric Electricity Market  
Different from the wholesale market, our consumer-

centric electricity market is designed for the promotion of 
localized energy trading under the auxiliary conditions of 
sharing public resources.  

The market proposed here is similar to a combination, 
and hybrid design of the P2P and community-based market 
previous mentioned, shown as the fig. 4. The components 
are introduced by tariff market design in [18] and [21], in 
which the difference between the tariff market and our 
consumer-centric electricity market is that the public energy 
resources owned by community group participate in the 
decision making and financial income analysis. 

Traditional
market

Public resouces

 
Figure 4. Consumer-centric electricity markets design 

The components are outlined as follows: 
1. Consumer, � �, 1,2, , ,nC C n N� � �, ,�, where each 

nC represents a group of households’ customers. 
2. Producer, � �,m 1,2, ,M ,mP P� � �,M ,�  where each mP  

represents a group of households’ producers. 
3. Agents, � �,k 1,2, ,K ,kA A� � �,K ,� where each kA  is 

the intermediary between the C and ,P as well as is 
responsible for seeking profits in electricity markets. 
In our design, the local transactions have higher 
priority. If there is an imbalance between local 
supply and demand, the agent also buys and sells 
electricity in the traditional Market. 

4. Service Operator, O  manages the physical grid and 
regional infrastructure. 

5. Public resources, � �,i 1,2, , ,iPU PU I� � �, ,�, where 

each  iPU  is the public power related equipment, 

such as energy storage batteries, shared 
photovoltaics, etc. 

It should be highlighted that our market only can run in 
the daytime, because there is no solar distributed generation 
at night. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION  

A. Dataset Characteristics and Analysis 
To verify the effect of the algorithm, we generated the 

dataset randomly. Based on the actual user consumption 
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data and photovoltaic power generation data, we add 
random ( + � )5%, ( + � ) 10%, ( + � ) 15%, ( + � ) 20% 

fluctuations to the base data, forming 4 groups of customers. 
Each group has 8 customers, in which 5 of them own solar 
power generation. Due to different living habits and 
consumption patterns, the household consumption load 
varies. According to their characteristics, it is suitable to 
manage the consumers and producers separately. Fig. 5 
shows the average consumption of 4 groups. 

 

 
Figure 5. Average consumption loads on four different groups 

B. Objective Function and Constraints 
This situation can be summarized as a mathematical 

optimization problem. Our objective function is presented in 
the formula 4. 

 , , ,P ,P , ,P ,
1 1

max ( )k k

K T
A A
t C t C t t t t C t t i

k t
p w p w w w PU�

� �

� � � ���  ��	


In (4), ,t Cw and ,Ptw represent the consumption and 

production. ,
kA

t Cp  and ,P
kA

tp respectively represent the 

consumer price and the producer price under the 

autonomous agent .kA  The term , ,P ,it C t tw w PU� �  

represents the supply-demand imbalance in the portfolio at 
timeslot ,t where the ,itPU represents the public energy 

resources shared by the community. The t�  is the imbalance 

fee of kA at time ,t which is specified by the Service 

Operator. 

C. Implementation Details 
We set up 5 agents in our experiment. As we have 4 

different groups of customers, each of them is assigned an 
agent. The public sharing resources is assigned an agent. 

For the 4 different autonomous agents, the state vector is 
[T(t),U(t)]tS � ,where T(t) is the tariff price, U(t) is the 

average electricity consumption. The action is price 
publishing, including the purchase price of the consumer 
and the sale price of the producer. The autonomous agents 
play the roles to promote the local energy P2P trading 

model preferentially as well as get more profits for the 
community group. The rewards of the agents follow the 
objective function. To promote cooperation among multiple 
agents, we applied the method in the [21], which is shown 
in (5). 

 , ,P( ), j C,k Pi j j k k i
t t t t C t t t

j i k i
r r p w p w �

� �

� � � � � �� �  � 	 

In (5), the i represents the customer group. i
t� represents 

the supply-demand imbalance term , ,P ,t t C t t iw w PU� � � . 

tr  is reward computed as formula 4. 

For the agent of the public sharing resources, we have 
simplified the process. We use energy storage batteries as a 
representative. We have specified some passive and strict 
charging and discharging conditions. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In our experiment, we compare the results of 5 different 
situations. The first situation is the fixed price. The second 
and third situations are the cooperative and non-cooperative 
multiagent modes with public resources. The Fourth and 
fifth cases are the cooperative and non-cooperative 
multiagent modes without public resources. The 
accumulation profits of 5 different situations are shown in 
Fig. 6.  

 
Figure 6. Accumulation profits of 5 different situations 

As we can see in Fig. 6, the method of multi-agent 
cooperation with the assistance of the public resources 
shows the best results. We compare the training process of 
multi-agent cooperation with public resources to the other 4 
situations, which is shown in the Fig. 7. 

 
Figure 7. The comparison of training process 
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The DRL algorithm is an optimizing process 
continuously interacting with the environment. Due to the 
characteristics of the applied algorithm, the agent gradually 
adapts to the environment and obtain more rewards. 
Meanwhile, economic benefits increase. There are many 
random choices at the beginning. The agent learns to choose 
the converging trend and possibilities which are close to the 
optimization objective after many iterations. As the fig. 8 
shows, the convergence of cooperation methods is not as 
good as non-cooperation methods, but the actual results of 
which are better. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, a consumer-centric electricity market is 
designed, which includes the P2P model and the 
community-based market.  We generated the dataset 
randomly and executed the local peer-to-peer energy 
transaction by the autonomous agent according to the data 
characteristics. Deep Q-Learning (DQN) is applied for 
autonomous agents in this consumer-centric electricity 
market. Meanwhile, to promote the effective, we verify the 
algorithm in 5 different situations. It is proved that multi-
agent collaboration and public shared facilities help increase 
the profitability of the community. 
   Much investigation works need further research to 
examine the mechanism of the proposed algorithm. It is 
interesting to make a comparison with traditional model- 
based algorithms. Besides, partial observable condition 
should be discussed and analyzed in detail. 
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